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filmmaker's interpretation of Mme. Marie Leprince de Beaumont's fairy tale. "Once upon a time" begins the story about a world out of balance (os goal-obtaining), largely because of the self-absorbed objective characters' (objective story thematic conflict-self-interest vs. morality) avarice and discontent. Beauty (main character) plays the Cinderella
role (os prerequisite-being) in the midst of a grand family facing financial ruin. Exquisite, "even the floor wishes to become your mirror"-she nevertheless is treated as a minion (mc symptom-help). Wicked sisters, a "rotter" for a brother, a careless father, and roguish suitor Avenant (os symptom-pursuit) are the society she serves. Father sets out to see
if any of his ships have come in (os concern-obtaining). Losing his way on the journey back-he chances upon the Beast's (influence character) fortress, hidden deep in the forest. He plucks a rose for Beauty, an act (story driver-action) that enrages the Beast: "You were unlucky. You may take anything, but not my roses. For this you must die. Or one of
your daughters must take your place." (mc domain-universe) Would Father have honored the pledge? Not too likely (os response-avoidance). In any event, Beauty slips out (mc approach-do-er) to the Beast's citadel to spare the weak father she adores (os catalyst-morality). Once there, she is drawn through the enchanted corridor by invisible power-toward the Beast that awaits. The Beast is hideous. Ravenous appetites drive him (ic concern-subconscious)--his "hands smoke when he slays (ic symptom-pursuit) a victim." Beauty faints at first sight of the Beast--he falls instantly (ic benchmark-preconscious) in love. BEAUTY You are the master. BEAST No, it is you. You find me repulsive. BEAUTY I
cannot lie. BEAST Everything here is at your command. BEAUTY I don't feel at ease . . . and I'm not used to being waited on (mc solution-uncontrolled). But I feel you're doing everything to make me forget your ugliness (rs domain-psychology). BEAST My heart is good. But I am a monster. BEAUTY There are men whose ugliness is all within. BEAST
I'm not without soul. BEAUTY You have courage. BEAST . . . Every evening at seven . . . I'll ask the same question. Always the same question. Will you marry me? (rs thematic issue-commitment) BEAUTY No. BEAST Until tomorrow then (ic resolve-steadfast). The days are long for Beauty in her gilded cage, but in time she grows quite fond of the
eloquent Beast (rs journey 3-being to becoming). Fear abated-she entreats him to allow her a visit home (rs catalyst-responsibility). BEAST What you're asking me is very serious. I must think (ic problem-consider). . . Beast will grant Beauty this wish, on the condition she consents to marriage upon return (rs inhibitor-self-interest). Beauty refuses, and
falls ill at the thought of her dying father. Beast reconsiders (ic solution) his edict, and leads Beauty out to the balcony to show her the goddess Diana's Pavilion: BEAST Everything I possess is by magic. But all my earthly riches are . . . there . . . and one can only enter with a golden key. Here it is, Beauty. I am giving you the greatest possible proof of
my confidence in you. If you don't return, I'll die (ic unique ability-dream). After my death everything will belong to you. Take this key . . . I have faith (rs driver) in you. Beauty is magically transported to her overjoyed father's bedside. BEAUTY The Beast let me come. FATHER He has a soul? BEAUTY He is suffering . . . he is more cruel to himself than
to human beings (ic thematic issue-denial). FATHER . . . You cannot live with him. BEAUTY I must. It's a strength that obeys, that commands. If I run away, I will endanger both of you (female mental sex). Greed overtakes the others, as they connive to fool Beauty into remaining (mc critical flaw-hope), during which time they intend to steal the Beast's
fortune (os concern-obtaining)-then commit murder. Alas for them, self-interest (os thematic issue) proves to be their undoing. Avenant dies (os solution-uncontrolled), his handsome visage exchanged for that of the bewitched Beast's-who is saved from his own death by Beauty's "loving look." (mc resolve-change) The Beast proclaims Beauty has made
the fair choice (mc unique ability) explaining: "Love can make man a beast. Love can beautify ugliness (rs concern-becoming). . . . You'll be a queen (mc concern-future). You'll find your father . . . and your sisters will serve you." (limit-optionlock) In dazzling opulence, Beauty and her beautiful Beast most assuredly will live happily ever after (outcomesuccess; judgment-good). Prev Articles Home Next From Wikisource Jump to navigation Jump to search For works with similar titles, see Beauty and the Beast. Illustration by Walter Crane. This work was published before January 1, 1926, and is in the public domain worldwide because the author died at least 100 years ago. Public domainPublic
domainfalsefalse La Belle et la Bête pronunciation in French [fr] La Belle et la Bête pronunciation Pronunciation by ilamoureuse (Female from France) 0 votes Good Bad Add to favorites Download MP3 La Belle et la Bête pronunciation Pronunciation by Verveine (Female from France) 0 votes Good Bad Add to favorites Download MP3 Can you
pronounce it better? Or with a different accent? Pronounce La Belle et la Bête in French Random words: chocolat, vous, Champs Elysées, voulons, c'est la vie Modify word: Add languages Is there anything wrong with this word/phrase? Not satisfied? Request a new pronunciation Create Account Login Home See production, box office, & company
infoAdélaïde, Belle, Félicie and Ludovic are young adult siblings who once lived in grandeur until their father's merchant ships were lost at sea. The family is now near ruin, but Adélaïde and Félicie nonetheless still squander away the family money on themselves and keeping beautiful, whereas Belle slaves around the house, doting on her father.
Ludovic detests his two spoiled sisters, but is protective of Belle, especially with his friend Avenant, a handsome scoundrel who wants to marry Belle. Crossing the forest one dark and stormy evening, the father gets lost and takes refuge in a fantastical castle. Upon leaving, he steals a blossom off a rose bush, which Belle requested. The castle's
resident, an angry beast, sentences him to one of two options for the theft of the rose: his own death, or that of one of his daughters. As she feels she is the cause of her father's predicament (despite her sisters asking for far more lavish gifts), Belle sacrifices herself to the beast. Upon arriving at the castle, Belle finds that the beast, whose
grotesqueness she cannot deny, does not want to kill her, but wants to marry her and lavish her with riches. He does not force her, but he will ask her every night to marry him, these times the only ones when he will appear to her. She vows never to say yes. As Belle resigns herself to her mortal fate and looks deeper into the beast - whose grotesque
exterior masks a kind but tortured soul - will her thoughts change? Meanwhile, Belle's family, who learn of her situation, have their own thoughts of what to do, some working toward what they believe is Belle's best welfare, and others working toward their own benefit. —Huggobeastcult filmbased on fairy talesurrealismfairy tale81 moreBy what
name was La belle et la bête (1946) officially released in India in English?AnswerPlease enable browser cookies to use this feature. Learn more. World Languages K-2, 3-5, 6-8, 9-12 CLASSROOM AT A GLANCE Teacher Michel Pasquier Language French IV Grades 9-12 School Herricks High School, New Hyde Park, New York Lesson Date February 27
Class Size 23 Schedule 43 minutes daily Video Summary In this lesson, students discuss the classic 1946 film La Belle et la Bête, written and directed by Jean Cocteau. The film is an adaptation of the traditional children’s story Beauty and the Beast. Having seen most of the film, students compare it to the original story. Then, after watching the film’s
conclusion, they discuss the movie’s symbolism and deeper meaning. Standards Addressed Communication: Interpersonal, Interpretive Cultures: Practices, Products Connections: Making Connections, Acquiring Information Comparisons: Comparing Culture affective filter The affective filter hypothesis (Dulay, Krashen, and Burt, 1982) describes the
need for second-language learning to occur in an environment of low anxiety, to encourage the processing and learning of new information. Dulay, Heidi, Stephen D. Krashen, and Mariana Burt. Language Two.Oxford, England: Oxford University Press, 1982. authentic materials Authentic materials are resources that have been developed specifically
for native speakers. These include print, audio, and visual materials. negotiation of meaning In this process, teachers and students try to convey information to one another and reach mutual comprehension through restating, clarifying, and confirming information. The teacher may help students get started or work through a stumbling block using
linguistic and other approaches. thematic units Thematic units are designed using content as the organizing principle. Vocabulary, structures, and cultural information are included as they relate to the themes in each unit. For an excellent example of theme-based units, see the Nebraska Foreign Language Education Web site in General Resources.
Reflect on Your Practice As you reflect on these questions, write down your responses or discuss them as a group. What issues must you address when planning to work with a feature-length film? How do you maintain student interest while breaking the film into teachable segments? What activities would you design that allow students not only to
discuss the film with one another but to reflect on its deeper meaning — an exercise for which they may not have a sufficient vocabulary? How do you manage teacher talk so that you stretch students’ language and thinking? On what do you base your choice of which cultural text (literature, film, music, art) to teach: your interests, your students’
interests, important texts in the target culture, or something else? Watch Other Videos Watch other videos in the Teaching Foreign Languages K-12 library for more examples of teaching methodologies like those you’ve just seen. Note: All videos in this series are subtitled in English. Interpreting Picasso’s Guernica (Spanish) and Music and
Manuscripts (Latin) illustrate the use of different media in a language lesson. Put It Into Practice Try these ideas in your classroom. Where it’s not already evident, reflect on how to adapt an idea that targets one performance range for application to other performance ranges. Authentic materials can expand the topics that students can discuss and
develop their growth in the three communicative modes. These materials can also help students in advanced classes move beyond talking about themselves to talking about other people, places, events, and ideas. When students interpret a film, for example, they draw on language that they heard in the context of actual communication on screen. This
language helps them develop more proficient interpersonal communication. When having students interpret a film, be the expert who guides the use of language, depth of content, and abstract explorations. Elaborate, clarify, or question students’ responses to expose them to language at a higher level than their own. For example, Mr. Pasquier
designed a series of activities in which students talk with one another for part of the time and then work with him as he expands their understanding and models the next levels of proficiency. On some occasions, only you as the teacher can negotiate meaning. Take the opportunity to speak as an expert and help students move from their existing level
of proficiency to the next higher one. When showing a feature film, divide it into segments to maintain student interest while providing ample opportunity for students to demonstrate understanding at a factual and interpretive level. Most films have natural breaks in the action, allowing you to pause for discussion. Others may require more creative
cutting. You can then design activities for individual segments as you would for shorter interpretive tasks: previewing to determine the main idea; working with details; and summarizing and follow-up work. Additionally, find activities to make a transition from one segment to the next. For example, to prepare students for viewing the conclusion to La
Belle et la Bête, Mr. Pasquier had students compare the film to the original story. They brought many details together, and then voiced their expectations about the ending. To select a film that meets your level of instruction, consider your objectives. For example, to address culture, show a film set in the target culture or one focusing on literature or
history. In this situation, you may want to show a film that is subtitled or dubbed. To focus on interpretive communication, plan the lesson as you would any other reading or listening task: Include previewing exercises, activities that help students get the main ideas, and activities that allow them to learn language and content from the clip. Whether
you watch the complete film or an excerpt depends on your available time, student interest, and the subject matter of the film. Foreign films are typically unrated and may have scenes that would not be suitable for viewing in some classrooms. World-Readiness Standards for Learning Languages The World-Readiness Standards for Learning
Languages create a roadmap to guide learners to develop competence to communicate effectively and interact with cultural understanding. This lesson correlates to the following Standards: Communication Communicate effectively in more than one language in order to function in a variety of situations and for multiple purposes Connections Connect
with other disciplines and acquire information and diverse perspectives in order to use the language to function in academic and career-related situations Comparisons Interact with cultural competence and understanding Lesson Materials La Belle et la Bête Activity (PDF, 15 K) A description of how student groups were organized for the film
discussion Menu: Le Chateau de la Bête (PDF, 16 K) A list of questions used by students to discuss the film (Includes English translation) Beauty and the Beast (English subtitles). Directed by Jean Cocteau. 93 min. Home Vision Entertainment, 1946. Videocassette. Beauty and the Beast — Criterion Collection (Restored Edition, English subtitles).
Directed by Jean Cocteau. 93 min. Home Vision Entertainment, 1946. DVD. (Contains many extras, including the original Philip Glass opera) Curriculum References New York State Education Department: World Languages
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